A simple heuristic derivation is given for the universal jump in the superfluid density p, at the transition temperature T, of a two-dimensional superfluid. It is based on the mathematical equivalence of the Hamiltonians of two systems: (i) 
of the superQuid, and evaluated the latter function within the renormalization-group theory of Kosterlitz and Thouless, to arrive at the conclusion M k~T lim K& '= lim r r; r-r; A'p, (T) (2) which is the now-well-known prediction of a universal jump of p, at T, for a two-dimensional superfluid.
Minnhagen and %arren subsequently noted that a more correct starting point for the derivation of Eq. (2) is the formula p =(I/T} Jd [(g i( ) Substituting Eqs. (13) - (15) into Eq. (9), it is straightforward to obtain is the longitudinal part of g, with 8 (x) the single-valued, nonsingular part of the phase of the superfluid wave function, which is subject to periodic boundary conditions between x =+L"/2 and between y =+L /2 (which are all defined in the laboratory frame), and (1965) . See also other references given in Ref. 6 of Ref. 5 above.
SNote that the capacitor plates of system A and the boundary lines of system B considered so far are still somewhat idealized, since they are assumed to only produce the last terms appearing in Eqs. (8) and (9) 
